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Reed Learning has announced that all delegates who attend their 
Learning and Development training courses and qualifications will 
receive one year's free membership of the British Institute of Learning 
and Development. 

Reed Learning's L&D qualifications have been designed specifically for 
L&D professionals and benchmark best practice and provide proven 
skills across a wide range of competencies. All these qualifications are 
underpinned by Reed Learning's Trainer Competency Framework, 
which has been approved by an independent Academic Board. 

The BILD is the UK’s leading membership organisation committed to 
addressing the needs of individuals and organisations working within 
the learning and development sector.  

BILD member benefits include: 

• A professional membership grade 
• Networking opportunities through the BILD forum  
• 6 free member events per year  
• A fortnightly membership newsletter  
• Access to the Online BILD membership magazine  
• A free copy of Learning Magazine 



• A membership certificate and card  
 
Membership Levels 
• Affiliate - any Reed Learning L&D courses including, Train the 
Trainer, Advanced Train Trainer, Learning and Development in Practice 
and Managing the Learning and Development Function 
• Associate (ABILD) – Certificate in Learning and Development 
• Member (MBILD) – Advanced Certificate in Learning and 
Development and Advanced Certificate in Professional Training 
Competence 

"The BILD is pleased to offer membership to Reed Learning delegates 
who successfully complete their Learning and Development courses or 
qualifications. The BILD prides itself on the quality of its membership 
base and this arrangement means that we are able to offer 
professional membership levels and a range of complementary 
services to a wider audience". - Karen Velasco, Vice Chair 
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Marketing Manager 
Reed Learning 
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